
elegant, timeless, inspiring...
Facing Bricks



Almost 2500 years ago a silica lime 
brick was used in the construction 
of the Great Wall of China, much 
of which stands today. This testifies to 
the durability of brick and in particular 
to this early form of concrete brick.

Brick is widely 
regarded as the 
first manufactured 
building material 
produced by man.

Cover image: Housing Project, Lurgan 
Colinwell Earlswood Collection
Colours: Antique Autumn & Steel Grey (Detailing)



Colinwell Facing Bricks

At Colinwell we have 
combined years of experience 
and know-how with the latest 
manufacturing technology 
to produce a range of quality 
facing bricks possessing 
durability and strength, while 
offering a diverse range of 
colours and textures.

Housing Development, Craigavon
Colinwell Earlswood and Legacy Collections
Colours: Antique Autumn & Grafton Cream (Detailing)

Student Accommodation, Belfast
Colinwell Earlswood Collection
Colours: Red, Saffron & Steel Grey (Detailing)
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lasting value...



Collection

Commercial Offices, Newry
Colour: Gresham Tan
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The Colinwell Legacy Collection is 
a perforated brick with the look 
of a prestigious handmade brick.



Legacy Collection: Clifton Ruby

Legacy Collection: Clarendon Red

Legacy Collection: Merrion Red

Legacy Collection: Grafton Cream

The rich palette of colours 
in the Colinwell Legacy 
Collection have been 
developed to replicate 
the brick tones seen in 
the historic districts of 
our towns and cities.
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Colour: Clifton Ruby

Housing Development, Armagh
Colour: Clarendon Red



Collection

Commercial Offices, Bessbrook
Colour: Clarendon Red
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Commercial Offices, Newry
Colour: Gresham Tan

The unique appearance 
of the Colinwell Legacy 
Collection has been 
achieved through years 
of product development 
and the use of specialised 
manufacturing processes 
and kiln curing.

Housing Development, Banbridge
Colour: Clifton Ruby



Legacy Collection: Chelsea Yellow

Legacy Collection: Kensington Buff

Legacy Collection: Mornington Grey
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Housing Development, Belfast
Colour: Clifton Ruby

Legacy Collection: Gresham Tan

Housing Development, Holywood
Colour: Clarendon Red



Colinwell Earlswood 
Collection brick has sharp 
arrises and a ‘wire-cut’ 
textured finish.
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The cost effective Colinwell Earlswood Collection, a frogged 
brick, available in a diverse range of natural colours, offers an 
ideal solution to the interpretation of any architectural style.

Housing Development, Craigavon
Colinwell Earlswood and Legacy Collections
Colours: Antique Autumn & Grafton Cream (Detailing)



Earlswood Collection: Harvest Blend

Earlswood Collection: Tudor Brown

Earlswood Collection: Sunset Blend

Earlswood Collection: Belmont Buff

Earlswood Collection: Cotswold
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Earlswood Collection: Red Earlswood Collection: Saffron

Earlswood Collection: Burnt Orange

Housing Development Belfast
Colours: Antique Sienna & Red
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Housing Project, Lurgan 
Colinwell Earlswood Collection
Colours: Antique Autumn & Steel Grey (Detailing)

Housing Project, Lurgan 
Colinwell Earlswood Collection
Colours: Antique Autumn & Steel Grey (Detailing)

The Colinwell Earlswood Collection is 
equally at home when used in traditional 
and contemporary architecture.



Earlswood Collection: Antique Sienna

Earlswood Collection: Antique Terracotta

Earlswood Collection: Steel Grey Earlswood Collection: Antique Autumn

Earlswood Collection: Antique Gold
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Earlswood Collection: Alpine

Earlswood Collection: Silver Grey

Earlswood Collection: Pearl

DKIT Campus Building
Dundalk, Co. Louth
Colour: Alpine



(Left and right hand)

technical information...
Facing Bricks

Brick Specials

*Made to customers requirements
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Single Bullnose

From squints to stretchers Colinwell produce a range of 
special brick shapes to cope with the most demanding of 
Architectural intricacies. This allows the designer flexibility 
when turning drawings into reality.

At Colinwell we pride ourselves on the skill and knowledge 
of our technical staff who are at your disposal for advice 

on design when using special brick shapes, including 
non standard shapes and sizes. 

As all specials may not be possible in every brick range 
it is advisable to check the availability of particular 
special bricks at design stage. Delivery on brick specials 
is normally four weeks from receipt of a written order.

Single Cant Double Bullnose
(Left and right hand) (Left and right hand)

Double Cant Cill Brick Plinth Header

Squint 45º Plinth Stretcher Slip Bricks

Please consult with our technical department for further information on our 
complete range of brick specials. All special bricks are manufactured to BS4729.
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Illustrated below is a selection of our most commonly used brick specials.
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How to specify
F10 Brick / Block Walling
210 Concrete Facing Bricks

Colinwell Brick
A range of concrete facing brick available in 
a variety of styles and finishes.

Brick dimensions: 215 x 102 x 65mm

Compressive strength: Greater than 22N/mm2

Water Absorbtion: Less than 7%

Drying Shrinkage: Not greater than 0.04%

Density: 2150Kg/m3

Efflorescence: The low soluble salt content of the 
materials used in manufacturing Colinwell Bricks 
ensures the elimination of this problem.

Finish / Colour
Legacy Collection: A range of perforated bricks with 
a traditional handmade appearance. Special bricks to 
BS4729 and some non standard specials, all available 
in a range of mono and multicolours.

Earlswood Collection: A range of bricks with sharp 
arrises and a lightly textured surface finish. Special 
shapes to BS4729. Bricks and specials in this range 
are manufactured in mono and multicolour blends.

Mortar: As section Z21.

Mix: Consult with Colinwell for recommendations 
and details.

Special Requirements: Colinwell coloured mortar.

Manufacture: Manufactured in accordance 
with BS EN 771-3: 2011

Specification: Specified in accordance with    
BS EN 771-3: 2011

Colinwell bricks are manufactured by 
blending and compacting quality crushed 
aggregates, cement and pigments 
in moulds under high pressure with 
particular attention being given to 
achieving accurate dimensions, high 
strengths and good fire resistance.

Brick Specification Data
DIMENSIONS: 215mm x 100mm x 65mm
 
TOLERANCES: Category D1 (+3-5mm in all directions)
 
CONFIGURATION: Frogged or Perforated, depending 
on brick type
 
COMPOSITION: Selected Dense Aggregates and 
Portland Cements
 
DRY DENSITY: Average 2150 kg/m3

 
DRY WEIGHT: Legacy Collection - 2.75kg approx per brick
Earlswood Collection - 2.75kg approx per brick

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH: >22N/mm2 average (Air dried)         
 
THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY: Protected - 1.56 W/mK                           
Exposed - 1.66 W/mK (As CIBSE Guide A, Table 3.1)  
 
DURABILITY: Based on tabulated values from BS 5628-3, 
Table 12, facing bricks are classed as Frost Resistant.
                                                                                   
WATER ABSORPTION BY CAPILLARITY: <85G/m2/s0.5

 
MOISTURE MOVEMENT: <0.45mm/m
 
WATER VAPOUR PERMEABILITY: 5/15 
(Tabulated from EN 1745)
 
REACTION TO FIRE: Euroclass A1
 
SHEAR BOND STRENGTH: 0.15N/mm2 
(Tabulated from EN 998-2: 2003, Annex C)
 
BUILT WALL WEIGHT: Approx195kg/m2 (Single Leaf Wall)
 
GREEN GUIDE RATING: A+
 
PACKING: Steel banded packs, shrinkwrapped to 
non-returnable pallets. Legacy Collection containing 
480 No. bricks and Earlswood Collection containing 
384 No bricks per pack.



Product Name Quantity per pack Frogged/Perforated Compressive Strength Water Absorption Soluble Salt Content Designation

Legacy Collection 480 Three Hole Perforated 22N/mm2 Typically less than 7% Nil F2

Earlswood Collection 384 Frogged 22N/mm2 Typically less than 7% Nil F2
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Technical Data & 
Recommendations
a. To eliminate the possibility of colour banding,  
 Colinwell Facing Bricks should be used from at 
 least three packs.

b. Do not lay bricks when the temperature is below  
 3ºC, or when freezing may occur before the mortar  
 has initially cured.

c. The Colinwell Legacy brick collection is   
 manufactured with three 25mm diameter holes 
 per brick to aid adhesion between brick and mortar.  
 For the same reason the Colinwell Earlswood  
 Collection is manufactured with a frog.

d. Cavities and wall ties must be clean and free from  
 mortar debris. The wall-ties should be laid with a  
 slant towards the outer leaf – never falling towards  
 the inner leaf. The twist of the wall-tie (drip down)  
 must be positioned centrally in the cavity.

e. Where partial or full cavity insulation is proposed  
 always follow the manufacturers recommendations.  
 Fill cavities below ground level with concrete to  

 150mm minimum and preferably 225mm below 
 the ground level D.P.C. in the outer leaf. This is to   
 stabilise the two leaves and to prevent the bottom 
 of the wall filling with water.

f.  Propping of newly erected work, particularly 
 gable ends, may be necessary during high winds.   
 Finished areas of wall should be covered as the 
 work proceeds to avoid splashing and staining 
 from other works. Newly built brick work should 
 be cleaned down and protected at the end of 
 the working day and protected from rain and frost.

g. Pre-formed cavity trays with stop ends are    
 recommended. Trays without stop ends allow 
 water-throw and subsequent staining of the 
 brick work. D.P.C’s should overlap by a minimum 
 of 150mm.

h. Sills and copings should project and provide a 
 suitable overhang with throating. Failure to do 
 so throws water onto the brick face causing
 staining and / or lime bloom.

i.  Mortar
 Depending on the style of brick bond, mortar   
 will account for 17% - 24% of a finish face 
 area of brickwork. Its effect, therefore, cannot 
 be under-estimated.

 A Designation (iv) mortar mix (1:1:6) (Cement: 
 Lime: Sand) or plasticised cement: Sand (1:5-6) 
 is generally recommended for the construction 
 of most brickwork above D.P.C.

 Mortar with the correct strength will allow 
 movement whereas a mortar that is too strong, 
 will because of its inflexible nature potentially 
 cause the surrounding brickwork to crack.

 A Pole or Bucket Handle joint suits most bricks and 
 is the most effective at resisting rain penetration.

technical information...

Facing Bricks

Specification summary of Colinwell Facing Brick



Movement Provision
In common with most building materials Colinwell 
Bricks are subject to movement and provision should 
be made for this in the design and construction of walls. 
In general, vertical movement joints should be provided 
at intervals of 6 metres with the spacing of the first joint 
from a return normally half this distance.

The position of such joints should be such that the ratio 
of the length to the height of the resultant wall panels 
does not exceed 3:1.

Where stability considerations require continuity 
across a movement joint, dowels should be used, 
ideally of flat metal strip, 200mm x 25mm x 3mm 
thick. These should be placed across the joint 
approximately every sixth course in the mortar bed 
and set parallel to the plane of the wall. One end 
of the dowel should be debonded, i.e. wrapped 
in polythene, building paper or similar. Proprietary 
types of dowel, with one end sleeved, are also 
available. The use of such dowels, with plain ends, 
permits movement within the length of a wall whilst 
preventing any movement at right angles. Detailed 
guidance will be found in BS 5628-3: 2005, clause 20.

Typical Wall Panel showing provision for wall movement Bricks should be butted against a rigid 10mm filler. 
On completion, this may be removed - or left in place 
- and the joint sealed at the external face, as required.

Joints can either be made as a feature of the design 
or be concealed behind downpipes.

The use of such joints and the placing of bed-joint 
reinforcement above and below openings will help 
accommodate movement from all sources associated 
with the structure.

Panel length

Pa
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Movement 
joint

Bed joint
reinforcement

600mm
minimum

600mm
minimum

Unbonded Joint

Movement Joint showing flat strip 
tie when continuity is required

Straight Joint

Weather Resistance 
& Durability
The physical properties of Colinwell Facing Bricks offer a 
high degree of resistance to harmful attack from climatic 
and most other sources of damage and contamination.

The rain water resistance of a building material is related 
to its porousity. Colinwell Facing Brick is densely packed 
with minute pores, a most effective barrier against the 
ingress of moisture. This quality also minimises the risk 
of damage from frost.

A separate leaflet providing full technical specifications 
and details on the performance of Colinwell Facing Brick 
is available on request.
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37 Colinglen Road
Dunmurry
Belfast
BT17 0LP

Tel 028 9061 8145
RoI 048 9061 8145
Fax 028 9062 4240
Email info@colinwell.com

If a job’s 
worth doing, 
it’s worth 
doing ... Architectural Masonry

Acoustic Masonry

Martello Stone Walling

Retaining 
Wall Systems

Also available from Colinwell:

colinwell.com


